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OUTLINE

What we know and don’t know about loop 
production. 

The Boltzmann equation: getting n(t,m,p) from f.

Precision cosmology and agreement with other 
simulations, e.g., Ringeval, Sakellariadou, Bouchet.

Conclusion and a bound on       .

αf(α, p)dαdpxf(x, p)dxdp vs.

Gµ



DEFINITIONS

Scaling: network properties become time-independent when 
expressed in units of the horizon distance,             .

   is the rate of loop production,                     is the number of 
existing loops

                is the scaling length (energy) of a loop.

                                          is the scaling mass of a loop.

                           is the momentum (per mass) of a loop.

dh = 2t

x = l/dh

α = m/µdh = x
�
1− v2

p = v/
�
1− v2

f n∼
�
dt f



LOOP PRODUCTION
Energy flowing 

into loops

Mass flowing 
into loops

α

p
Which one determines n?
Neither.  (for radiation 
era.)

Normalization known!  But KE redshifts away...

radiation era

radiation era

αfr(α, p)dαdp

α
�
p2 + 1fr(α, p)dαdp



Without cosmology, the Boltzmann equation is simply

n(t,m, p)dmdp =

��
dt f(t,m, p)

�
dmdp

CALCULATING   
FROM                            

n(t,m, p)dmdp
f(t,m, p)dtdmdp

dilution

redshifting

evaporation.

We need a cosmology to determine

how does a loop’s     and      flow with time?p m

    (or use comoving volume)



CALCULATING   
FROM                            

n(t,m, p)dmdp
f(t,m, p)dtdmdp

the flow:

The Boltzmann equation:

M(t�; t,m) = m+ ΓGµ2(t− t�)

P (t�; t, p) = p
a(t)

a(t�)

n(t,m, p) =

� t

0
dt�f (t�,M(t�), P (t�))

∂M

∂m

∂P

∂p

boundary condition

Jacobian 
determinant

dP

dt�
= −H(t�)P

neglecting rocket effect, until 
we know shapes of loops 

(see talk by Jose)

dM

dt�
= −ΓGµ2/

�
P 2 + 1

loops per comoving volume

(Becomes hypergeometric if we 
include time-dilation, and 

matter + radiation cosmology.)



CALCULATING   
FROM                           

n(t,m, p)dmdp
f(t,m, p)dtdmdp

In scaling coordinates, during the radiation era, this becomes:

nr(α) =

�∞
α (α� + ΓGµ/2)3/2 fr(α�)dα�

2 (α+ ΓGµ/2)5/2

Note extra half-power of     .

can neglect this if  
                     due to 
gravitational backreaction.
fr((ΓGµ)δ) → 0

α�

This distribution 
determines       .

(not such a large hierarchy of scales 
needed during radiation era simulation.)

nr(α, p)dαdp

α

p

p

α3/2fr(α, p)dαdp

αfr(α, p)dαdp



Radiation era puzzle

The network loses energy density to loops like 1/a^4, but loops are only diluted 
like 1/a^3.  An existing loop with some fixed mass is more likely to have been 
produced a long time ago at the (then) horizon scale  than recently as a small 

loop.

If equal amounts of long string are 
dumped into loops of two 
different sizes, why do the larger 
loops contribute much more 
to           ?

Because these loops are older by the 
time they contribute to a point in 

nofalpha, and older loops are from a 
time when the network was much more 

dense.

This is why loops dominate 
the string energy density 
during the radiation era.

ρloopsr

ρ∞r
≈ 100

��
50

Γ

��
10−9

Gµ

�

n(α0)

n(α0)



nr(α) =

�∞
α (α� + ΓGµ/2)3/2 fr(α�)dα�

2 (α+ ΓGµ/2)5/2

≈ 0.52

(α+ ΓGµ/2)5/2
α ≤ 0.05

dotted line is from Ringeval, 

Sakellariadou, Bouchet

(dashed line)

Results: nr(α)dα

remarkable agreement



X  Rocket effect  X

Realistic 
upper bound

artifact of non-
scaling peak

nr(α, p)dαdp
Results: 

Large loops are 
surprisingly fast!



MATTER ERA

Energy

Massp

p

α

α
�

p2 + 1fm(α, p)dαdp

αfm(α, p)dαdp

nm(α) =

� αeq

α (α� + ΓGµ/3) fm(α�)dα�

3 (α+ ΓGµ/3)2

Big simulation 
needed!



Results: nm(α)dα

dotted line is from Ringeval, 

Sakellariadou, Bouchet

agreement at large    .α

nm(α) ≈
2.4− 5.7α0.31

(α+ ΓGµ/3)2



X  Rocket effect  X

time dilation 
enhances this 

artifact

nm(α, p)dαdpResults: 



KNOWING LOOP SIZE IS NOT 
ENOUGH.

Note that energy conservation, and knowledge of the typical loop 
size  alphasize is insufficient for determining the normalization for  
nrad(a) or  nmat(a.  During the radiation era, only about 10% of 
power flows into the loops that count.  This is less of an issue during 
the matter era.

α ∼ 0.05

nr(α) nm(α)



STOCHASTIC GW BOUND FROM PTA

 Sanidas, Battye, & Stappers
Van Haasteren et al.⇒ Gµ ≤ 2.8× 10−9



SUMMARY

Precision: we know how many loops there are to within a 
few percent.  Loops are very important!

Consensus: our results are consistent with recent Nambu-
Goto simulations, including Ringeval, Sakellariadou, & 
Bouchet.

Large loops are somewhat fast at production:

PTA limits on stochastic GW background give Gµ ≤ 2.8× 10−9

ρloopsr /ρ∞r � 100

v ∼ 0.1


